A theoretical graph method for search and analysis of critical phenomena in biochemical systems. II. Kinetic models of biochemical oscillators including two and three substances.
Four kinetic models of hypothetical complex reactions containing minimal two-substance or three-substance oscillators were constructed on the basis of the graphical rules suggested in the preceding work. The kinetic models are thought to be a part of one of four general biochemical systems: 1) system of mutual protein phosphorylation/dephosphorylation; 2) autophosphorylation of multisubunit protein; 3) association/dissociation of proteins or protein-containing structures during protein-protein or protein-ligand interaction; and 4) two-substrate enzymatic reaction with substrate inhibition by one substrate. Graphical rules of oscillator association with surrounding medium were considered. The graphical criteria of the oscillation generator elimination and criteria of oscillation damping were obtained. Both damped and undamped oscillations of reaction components were obtained by numerical integration of the mathematical models of these reactions. The areas of changes of model parameters and variables, within which the oscillations exist, were found.